Compact Loader X-Series

THE MOST POWERFUL
COMPACT AND
SAFEST OF ITS KIND!

EVERYTHING ABOUT PITBULL

Discover all the benefits of our Pitbull Compact Loader
in this brochure. The machine is extremely versatile and
serves agricultural, industrial, landscaping and hobby purposes.

ELECTRIC
PITBULL

Discover our
emission-free powerhouse.

AMAZINGLY CONSTRUCTED

A team of engineers from Peeters Group has been engaged
in the development of this unique Pitbull compact loader.
We succeeded in developing a machine that stands out
from the rest by using the most recent techniques and
components. More powerful, more compact and safer!

This was realised partly by the Dana
Spicer axle configuration with rear
rocking axle. Which can be powered
hydrostatically as well as electrically.
The rear rocking axles are already
known in the heavier weight classes
and are now uniquely used in our
compact loader. The track width is
1010 mm, also available in track width
790 mm. The compact construction
also ensures that the machine can be
transported on a short trailer.

STABILITY MEETS POWER

Our machine is designed with a low centre of gravity
and rear rocking axle. This ensures optimum driving
comfort, even on the most uneven terrain. If equipped
with the necessary road approval options, all models
are allowed on public roads.
With the joystick inching function it is possible
to work with a high oil flow and still maintaining
low driving speed. Ideal for working with all
types of add-on parts, such as an arm mower
or any implement mounted on the 3-point
linkage at the back.

The Pitbull Compact Loader is unique in its kind.
The machine is completely produced in the Netherlands
in our hypermodern factory in Etten-Leur. We only use
the best A-brand components to guarantee quality.
This ensures low operating costs, a long lifespan
and a high retention of value.

ROPS / FOPS SAFETY ROOF

JOYSTICK INCHING

Safety bar with safety roof, expandable
with polycarbonate front and rear window.
Cabin version on request.

With the inching function it is possible to work with a high oil flow
and still maintain a low driving speed. These settings can be operated
via a 7” full colour touch display. It also displays diagnostics from the unique
Pitbull Power Pack controller. This offers the possibility as well to implement
a weighing system or camera view.

PAINTING AND COATING
The main frame is completely blasted before
multi-layer painting is applied. Most connecting
materials have been treated with a zinc
fin coating. These procedures result in an
exceptionally durable corrosion protection.
The engine compartment covers are made of
stainless steel. The caps are available in any
desired colour.

P-Z BOOM
Unique boom construction that, by using P and Z kinematics,
has both a high breakout force and an optimal parallel lift.
This also provides an exceptional reach. Optional, a telescopic
see-through boom is available.

FALL OUT PROTECTION
Patented fall out protection by means of a sliding construction
which always remains within the machine. No more problems
with swinging brackets or doors.

LINDE DRIVING HYDRAULICS
High-pressure closed-circuit system.
Replaceable pre-filter, so contamination is
excluded. Long lifespan and high reliability.

HYDRAULIC
QUICK-CHANGE

HIGH-CAPACITY WORK HYDRAULICS

Add-on parts available
in 6 different variants.
Endless range of accessories
and add-ons available.

51 litres / minute, 220 Bar,
standard 3rd function,
can be expanded modularly.

TYRE SELECTION
A wide range
of robust A-brand
tires is available.

DANA SPICER AXLES
You can choose from 45% diff. lock and 100% diff. lock
with internal brake, which can be activated electrically.
With a static capacity of 12,000 kg per axle.

ERGONOMIC LOW ENTRY
For optimal ease of use.

FIXED PIVOT AND ROCKING AXLE
The fixed pivot in combination with the rear rocking axle guarantees optimum stability.
The driver will not experience any adverse effects such as with a rocking pivot.

DANA SPICER ROCKING AXLE
Hydrostatic or electrically driven rear rocking axle.
Unique in this weight class! Equipped with
a planetary reduction.

WIDE RANGE OF ENGINES AVAILABLE
POWERFUL STAGE 5
KUBOTA ENGINE

The 4-cylinder compact Kubota engine is extremely reliable.
A big advantage is that the motor can deliver a high torque
at a low speed. This causes less vibration and is more
powerful in all conditions. The motor is also maintenancefriendly and available in various power and environmental
classes. With these Stage 5 engines you meet all current
emission standards.

KUBOTA CRT

With this newest generation Common Rail Turbo (CRT)
engines in combination with our Pitbull Power Pack
controller maximum efficiency can be achieved.
The Power Pack controller communicates with
the engine and oil pump system and ensures that
optimum power is requested and delivered when
needed. Accelerating the shovel will cause the RPM
to be boosted to maximum, after which it will stabilise
and the RPM will drop. This well-balanced RPM control
ensures particularly low fuel consumption.
As you may expect, this version is also equipped
with the unique inching which enables to work
with a high oil flow and still maintain a low
driving speed.

ELECTRIC

Oversized maintenance-free electric engines specially
developed for Pitbull. Provide high starting torque to high
driving speed. From 0 to 25 km / h completely stepless.
The driving engine is paired with the trusted Dana Spicer
axle configuration with maximum efficiency. The other
electric engine is directly coupled to a silent oil pump
for the working hydraulics. These pumps are known
for their long life and exceptionally low noise level.
Both electric engines are independently controlled
from the Power Pack controller. Here you can choose
an eco or performance operating mode on the 7 ”full
colour touch display. The electric engines are powered
by robust 96V LiFePo4 batteries with an exceptionally
long operating radius. Standard equipped with a 220V charger,
but can be expanded to a 380V fast charger.
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CONFIGURE YOUR
OWN UNIQUE PITBULL

Discover the wide choice of weight classes,
engines and accessories.

You will find our unique Pitbull configurator on
our renewed website. In this online environment you
can easily assemble your own ideal Pitbull within minutes.
When choosing an option, choice and change,
the configurator indicates what your Pitbull
will look like. You will see actual prices and
ongoing promotions, for example trade-in options
for your current compact loader. You can request
a quote right away at the touch of a button and
we will put you in touch with your nearest dealer
or a member of our sales team.

COLOUR OF CHOICE

SCAN THE QR

SERVICES IS
FIRST WITH US

Our international dealer network is always ready
for you with fast and reliable service.
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